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Role expectations and emotions
For example, the 38th week of 2022 is back in the past.
Poignant events slipped by.
The State Funeral of the British Queen.
The third Tuesday public show seen again.
While looking a lot of seeing and a lot of prayers.
The British who with unprecedented precision.
A Slatestone was a real attraction.
Actions and steps measured in decimals.
Tribute to the Queen, Not to mention Her.
The British are and remain first and foremost didactic.
The commonwealth, so internally torn apart, so today.
Contemporary and looking separate from the rest
of the world but all around; "God save the Queen”{.
Disciplined mourning seen as British unity.
Unity from North to South, from East to West.
The Dutch State is ready after two years.
Dees third Tuesday finally on the street.
With processions of soldiers, the King, horses in line.
With cheering and hurtful people and squabbling.
Typically Dutch, 'to let go as it goes'.
In the Netherlands not for mourning but politics.
That is why the government offers insight.
The King may express the government's vision.
That hopefully is based on agreements that have been concluded.
And will give a view of a very uncertain horizon. .
The almost impossible task;" the "prince", as a human being
to carry out to many mortals' wishes.

In which role behavior corresponds to the role expectation
. Queen Elisabeth 2 accomplished it with great esteem.
Its task is circumscribed by laws and God
The Netherlands has tolerated the King's task
without being clearly indicated.
The role expectation less influences supervision on the state.
No more God with Orange on the street.
The King may still surround himself privately with his faith.
The King may read out the cabinet's vision.
Revealing something of his family and ancestry's religion.

You may be supported in your important work by the realization
that many wish you wisdom and pray with me for strength and God's blessing
for you.
Filled by the writer with:
"King of the Netherlands knows that in your seemingly difficult and inhumane
task, many wish you strength and God's blessing and many remember you in
their prayers."

The British and Dutch have and keep their tradition
Deep in the heart there is a longing for religion.
Desiring a democracy appropriate to religious and tradition
In this Non Solus I wanted to point out the enormous binding
emotion of the British people, despite their political differences.
Also want to indicate how in the Netherlands a festive closing of
Prinsjesdag can be abused by overturned flags, middle fingers and
name-calling cannonades towards the Royal Family.
Form your own opinion.
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